Limitless News – December 2018
Volunteering at Camp Hornby (by Owen Kristensen)
For many years I have attended Hornby as a camper, but for the last couple, I have had
the fantastic opportunity to return as a volunteer. I started going to Hornby when I was
about 10 years old, it was one of my favourite things to do during the summer that I
would look forward to all year long. The best part about it was getting to reunite with old
friends, and build new connections, especially getting to see those who I only got to
hang out with during camp. There were always so many fun activities to do, like rock
climbing, kayaking, beach games and much more kept us kids all very entertained for
the 4 days.
In the summer of 2017 I had my first chance to attend Hornby as a volunteer which
gave me a whole new perspective on things, now I was in charge… uh well, sort of, and
went from being encouraged to step out of my comfort zone to encouraging others to do
their best.
This reminds me of a story from camp in 2017, there was a kid who didn’t seem like he
wanted to do anything, especially when it came to the climbing wall. Anyway, out of all
the things he seemed to be afraid of, I knew this would be a big one, he really didn’t
want to do it, so I went up to him and encouraged him as best as I positively could and
he wouldn’t budge. A few minutes later he came up to me and said “Owen, I’ll do the
climbing wall if you do it without your glasses on” and I said “sure”. To my surprise, after
I did the wall he got the gear on and went a quarter of the way up and we all cheered
him on as he did a fantastic job pushing his personal limits. Afterwards his dad came up
to me and said “thank you so much, I can never get him to do anything to push himself”
This hit me quite a lot because I wouldn’t have ever thought I could have such an
impact on someone even just by stepping out of my comfort zone to allow a shy kid to
step out of his comfort zone and show everyone what he was made of.
All in all my first experience as a
volunteer was a very positive and
uplifting one, and I would defiantly
continue to attend camp this way
as long as I can since one nice
small good deed can change many
kids lives in a big way.

Project Adventure (by Matthew Alvernaz)
This summer I had the pleasure of volunteering at project adventure, a program run by
Blind Beginnings, with substantial amounts of help from teachers of the visually
impaired in the Kootenay region. This year, Nelson, B.C. was the setting for Project
Adventure, a unique program that brings students who are blind or partially sighted
together to participate in recreational adventures (Accessible Media Inc 2018). This
summer we had the chance to go on a scavenger hunt around town, learn about First
Nations culture in a fun and engaging way, and go rock climbing.
Our first activity, after arriving in Nelson and getting settled in at the Dancing Bear Inn,
was the scavenger hunt. Students were split into groups and were told to use whatever
tools they had to find different locations; such as a library, a bank and a coffee shop,
with as little help from volunteers as possible. Being assigned to help one of the older
groups, things went pretty well, with google maps doing the majority of the work!
Because of travel time, that and introductions were all the things that occurred that day;
although for me, trying to remember everybody’s names was something that ended up
taking most of the trip!
The following day, we had a chance to learn about First Nations culture at the Four
Nations Coalition of Indigenous Medicines. We were told stories while learning to make
bannock around a campfire, taught about some of the beliefs of the First Nations
people, and got to play some fun outdoor games in the forest! This was also the first
time, as a volunteer or camper in any program, I have been given permission to shoot
people! With foam-tipped arrows, in a fun game of archery tag.
On the final day of camp, we went indoor rock climbing. While this is something I have
done in the past, seeing others who have not, or were just nervous, do so was very
rewarding for me. It was also the first time I got to experience belaying a climber up a
wall, which gave me a much better understanding of what the process actually looks
like.
I left project adventure with new friends, and a bit more knowledge of Canadian culture!
I had a great time and am thankful I had a chance to volunteer.

Buddy-Up Tandem Cycling Club (by Harjinder Saran)
The cool breeze on my face, the race of energy, and the rush of adrenaline as my feet
pushed on each pedal. These are some of the strong associations I have from our first
year running the Buddy Up Tandem Cycling Club! The inspiration for starting the
Tandem Cycling club came from the previous “Do the Grind Blind Challenge.” This was
a challenge where 9 blind or partially sighted youth trained for four months, eventually to
climb the Grouse Grind in September of 2017 to break down the stigmas surrounding
blindness and physical activity. Due to this, in October of 2017, 3 youth took part in an
event hosted by MEC Outdoor Nation, and presented on the potential Tandem Cycling
Club and received a grant of $5000 in order to help bring the program to life in
collaboration with BC Blind Sports who provided most of the bikes. As a result of this,
the program launched in early May of 2018, and a sighted volunteer pilot was paired
with a blind rider as a tandem bike is a bicycle built for two.
The group went out each Sunday morning and tried to choose a new route each week.
Some of our rides were to farmer’s markets and several ice-cream destinations, and
during one ride we were joined by a reporter from CBC radio to present a story on the
club. Because of this, once when I was riding with my pilot back from a farmer’s market,
I was asked by a stranger if I was part of Blind Beginnings, and they seemed excited to
see us. Though we are just people going on a normal bike ride, this was cool to
experience!
As a child I never had the opportunity to ride a bike like my sighted peers, so to have a
program which allows me to engage in physical activity was very impactful. At first I was
very hesitant and nervous due to it being my first experience, however, the weekly ride
and being paired with understanding pilots made it a supportive environment. Not only
was the program to help blind or partially sighted people get out and active, but also to
educate the sighted population that blind individuals are able to take part in
conventional physical activities.
In the future our goal is to put on a challenge ride where youth would sign up to ride to a
particular location and fundraise along the way, and we are also hoping to launch the
regular riding program again back in spring or summer of 2018.

If you would like to read or share the news story featuring our riders, it can be found on
the CBC website by following
the link below.

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/blind-beginnings-buddy-up-cyclingclub-1.4737438That

Community Art Project (by Harjinder Saran)
Here’s to a decade!! Blind Beginnings celebrated their tenth anniversary this past year,
and as a way to commemorate helping blind and partially sighted youth, children and
their families across BC reach their full potential and inspire limitless possibilities, the
organization chose to create an accessible yet visual art peace. Not only was this to
celebrate a decade of growth and achievement, but also to allow all members to
contribute to the project and express how the organization has impacted them.
The project was led in partnership with local artist Ninna Snider from Muckabout Gift
Gallery, and past and present members had various opportunities to create and paint
their clay contributions before the project was put together. Some of the creations
included cut out clay with textures and shapes pressed into it, shapes made out of the
clay such as stars, butterflies, and hands, leaves, circles, and more! Some clay
creations had member’s names or words and letters engraved into them! Needless to
say, this was a very inclusive and fun project for all ages and people of abilities!
The final product of the project was assembled at our AGM in September, the painted
clay pieces were placed over top of white canes mounted in a concrete box in order to
create a totem to install in the Blind Beginnings building. I believe this is a great legacy
for the organization and is a true testament to the valuable benefit it is having on blind
and partially sighted youth, children, and their families across BC as they attempt to
navigate a primarily sight dominated world.

Okanagan Family Retreat (by Jessica Rideout)
The first ever Early Intervention Family Retreat in the Okanagan took place at Green
Bay Bible Camp in West Kelowna on November 2nd, 3rd, and 4th. Seven families
attended the retreat, coming from Kamloops, Kelowna, Penticton, Vernon, and West
Kelowna. The children ranged in age from two and a half to nine years old.
The professionals that led the sessions
included Shawn Marsolais, Executive
Director of Blind Beginnings, Adam Wilton
and Lynn Langille, Teachers of the Visually
Impaired, Jane from BC Blind Sports, and
Bruce as well as Adam were the certified
Orientation & Mobility Specialists. These
representatives led workshop style sessions
that were full of information, all of which
pertained to the visual impairments of the
children that came with their families. Jane,
being from BC Blind Sports, shared some
ways to get children with visual impairments
active, such as playing parachute, and tag,
as well as rolling a ball wrapped in paper
across the circle.
One of the adventures the group went on was to Arion Therapeutic Farm. The children
got to go around and learn the names of all the different animals that live there. They
also got the opportunity to pet the animals, if they wanted to. We also made a small
craft using pine cones and (Llama/Alpaca) wool.
After the children finished their crafts, they had the
opportunity to go outside to brush the (mini
horses/ponies), if they wanted to.
The parents that came felt like they were all alone
when they arrived. By the end of the first day, after
hearing from all the parents during the share
circle, they now felt that they weren’t the only ones
going through the diagnosis of a child with a visual
impairment. The families that attended the retreat
now have the contact info for all the other families,
there was even talk of parents meeting up for a
coffee sometime. This was a very informative
weekend for the parents, with caretakers for their
children, they could focus on the information given
by the professionals.

Christmas Craft Markets (by Randi Poitras)
As in past years, Blind Beginnings is once again selling its handmade braille Christmas
cards and Christmas Carol CD, produced by members of the Youth Leadership
program. This year, we have branched out to include 3 different designs: a tree, a
snowman and a gift, as well as other crafts made by the youth. Knitting, beaded
keychains and braille chocolate bars are some of the new projects we have begun this
year.
After having several meetings to make and package all of these items, the Youth
Leaders are selling them at Christmas craft markets leading into the holidays. On
November 18 we went to our first one, organized by Linda Weber. Our second took
place on November 24, a market organized by the Deaf-Blind community of Greater
Vancouver. Our last one was on December 8th at the Woodwards Atrium, 333 Abbott
Street, Vancouver from 12-6pm, and featured live music, as well as a giant Christmas
tree in the atrium.

Coming up…
Blind Beginnings Holiday Party! (by Jill Sloane)
Welcome one and all! Bring your family and come celebrate the holidays with Blind
Beginnings at our annual Christmas party, taking place on Saturday December 15th,
2018 from 12:00-3:00pm. Located in the lower level of Sapperton Hall: 318 Keary St,
New Westminster.
We can promise you a time full of fun, holiday cheer, a delicious pot-luck, live music, a
festive craft, and a couple games to get you in the Christmas spirit
Please, no Scrooges or Grinches allowed.
For those interested in joining us we ask that you RSVP by sending Lisa an email at
lisa@blindbeginnings.ca no later than December 13th. In the email please include what
you will be bringing for a potluck item. Hope to see you all there in your stylish Santa
hats or Reindeer Antlers.

Rolling with the Punches: A Blind Martial Artist’s Journey (by Clement
Chou)
Ever since I was young, I have had exposure to martial arts through one medium or
another. Kung fu films were the most common, as well as Chinese dramas that the
family would spend hours watching around one TV. My father had always encouraged
me to learn to defend myself because he always warned me about possible bullying due
to being blind. Having had two years of service in the Taiwanese military, he taught me
some of the self-defense techniques he had learned in the army and though it wasn’t
much, it was enough to get me interested.
Fast forward a few years to my teenaged life, and I began to look at the idea more
seriously. I had grown up with family members showing me what types of movements
were performed in martial arts films, and though of course they weren’t the actual
techniques themselves, it was enough to peak my interest. I was always fascinated with
the movements, because they were never movements I would have imagined on my
own. It made me think about ways to move my body and angles of movement that I had
never been able to visualize, as I had no reference, and although it wasn’t something I
realized in that much detail at the time, it most certainly had an impact. I began to look
into martial arts I wanted to try. I had had some chances to see traditional weaponry
such as Japanese swords in shops or at markets, and I began to fix my eyes on a
Japanese sword-based martial art called Kendo. After reading extensively and watching
videos, I decided to contact a local club and see if they would agree to take on a blind
student. They were luke-warm about the idea, and though I enjoyed what I saw at the
practice I went to observe, it became clear that they would be very reluctant to let me
begin on that path and that respect and equality would be hard to earn. I was
discouraged and quickly gave up, not having much experience in advocating for myself
as a blind teenager at the time. So, what was to be done?
One summer camp on Bowen Island, I was introduced to master Michael Sarota from
Alchemy Martial arts here in the Lower Mainland. Though for only one day, it was a
good glimpse into the world of unarmed martial arts and what could be done if someone
was willing to work with students who are blind, or who have other disabilities. However,
due to problems concerning location and finances, I was unable to formally start any
regular martial arts training. It was also around this time I met Johnny Tai, another local
martial artist, who happens to be totally blind and partially deaf. We chatted extensively
online, and I began to see some hope for my passion for martial arts, if there was
someone I could point to who is blind and has been doing them for more than 20 years.
I continued to investigate, and in 2011 stumbled across a lesser known martial art called
Iaido. Based on various schools of Japanese swordsmanship, it is a martial art that is
performed typically solo, using a traditional Japanese sword, by doing routines and
patterns called Kata. This put it in a line similar to Tai Qi, where it didn’t require much
help to do blind, as movements were done on your own and could be learned if the
instructor was willing to explain in more detail. I decided to try it after watching a

practice, and once again I was introduced to not only intricate hand and body
movements, but also had to learn ways of moving my feet and drawing patterns with a
blade that I never would have been able to come up with on my own. Iaido also
introduced me to the philosophical side of martial arts, and brought me many new
thoughts and ideas to use in daily life, particularly when it came to blindness. Not only
did Iaido give me a greater sense of mental discipline, the footwork and training with a
blade improved my orientation skills and allowed me to become more spatially aware. If
I got lost, I was now more able to retrace my steps to a familiar location, using similar
mental techniques and thinking I had to apply when learning complex steps and
footwork. These are just two examples of the myriad of things one can possibly learn
from doing martial arts with a visual impairment.
Around this time, I came across another martial art, called Aikido. It claimed to not only
be a way of self-improvement and growth, but to be a self-defense system that didn’t
rely on strength and instead was focused on using the appropriate amount of force,
whether verbal or physical, to end a conflict peacefully for all involved. If it came to
physical conflict, there was a complex system of joint manipulation, throwing, and a
small number of strikes that was used to end a confrontation and ideally, protect both
attacker and defender. At the age of 19, this was a captivating idea, and I wished to
know more. After contacting a dojo to express interest in visiting, I took a trip and
observed a practice. I revealed myself as a totally blind potentially interested candidate
on my arrival and was told politely after being allowed to watch the practice that
because Aikido is typically performed against incoming attacks, and that students were
required to roll to fall safely from techniques, that if I couldn’t see it would be a liability to
myself and others. Once again, as with Kendo, there was a sense of great reluctance
and in fact, more so as I was directly told that I would not be allowed to join the club. So,
I went on my way, and at the beginning of 2012, due to various circumstances was
unable to continue Iaido practice. And thus, the search continued.
Over the next four years, I looked for other Aikido clubs sporadically and met with little
success. Everything was either too far, or instructors were unwilling to take the risk of
letting in someone blind. After a 4-year search during which time I came close many
times to giving up, I stumbled across a club that I had not found on my initial search; a
club named Shohei Juku Aikido Canada. Not having much hope, I sent an email asking
the same question I had asked of many other places. Would they be willing to let a blind
student come watch a class and possibly try it out? For a week, I waited in silence and
apprehension. When the wait was over, I was told very politely that the email hadn’t
been seen until much later, and the head instructors had to discuss the issue. I was also
told that though no one in the dojo had an experience teaching someone blind, if I was
willing, then it would be an opportunity to learn from each other. And so, my journey
began, and has gone on for three years. I have also gotten to know Johnny Tai better
as he has grown into my martial arts mentor and person I can geek out with, and we corun the Night Strike Self Defense program to provide individuals who are blind and
visually impaired with an accessible entrance into the world of non-adapted, regular
martial arts that we are just as capable of learning.

Martial arts are good for everyone. But for kids and young people who are blind, the
benefits are enormous. Not only will respect, kindness and diplomacy be learned, but
depending on the martial art, there are unique principles that can help with orientation
and mobility, fine motor skills, spatial awareness, advocacy, and so much more. And as
with anything else, martial arts are best learned young, and will provide the child
learning with a sense of confidence, empowerment and the limitless possibilities that will
follow them into teenage years and beyond. I have learned many things through three
years of Aikido training, all of which are applicable in and out of practice of the martial
art itself. But one in particular comes to mind. In Aikido, part of our training requires us
to blend with an incoming attack. Instead of stopping it in its track with a hard block, we
should match its movement in a way that allows us to use an attacker’s own strength to
control and prevent them from harming themselves, or us. Many of the defensive
movements are circular, and when we are the ones attacking, we are taught to roll with
the defensive technique being used against us. In the same vein, advocacy is a twoway struggle. Sometimes when we reach out to take initiative, we need to roll with the
incoming rejections or other negativity and get back to our feet to try again. Other times
we must be the ones to defend ourselves against challenges and rejection, and position
ourselves to best take advantage of the situation. Growing up blind and now as a blind
young adult, I have, still do, and will continue to be challenged and face obstacles. But
when you can anticipate an incoming obstacle before it gets there, you will be able to
formulate a response that is appropriate for that situation. And this truth to me would not
have come as clearly if it were from any place other than regular martial arts training,
which now I wish I had had when I was younger.
I would like to thank anyone and everyone who has taken the time to skim or read this
entire lengthy piece. If there are questions, or comments, please send me an email at:
Chou.clement@gmail.com
And I will be happy to provide any information if possible!

Guide Dogs (by Kolby Zanier)
When I was in high school, I knew I always wanted to have a guide dog. As I lost more
vision, I began to use a white cane more often. It took awhile to become a confident
cane traveller but I knew in order to get a guide dog I had to have strong mobility skills.
A few years later I had the opportunity to travel to New York city with a group of visually
impaired students along with our vision teacher. My main goal there was to visit The
Seeing Eye Guide Dog school. I met some trainors and received valuable information
on life with a guide dog. I was also able to experience the inclusive access in a major
city. This allowed me to see and understand how I could live safely and independently
in the future.
Once returning home, I researched many guide dog schools throughout North America
to find the one that best fit my needs. In the end I decided to apply to Seeing Eye
Incorporated in New Jersey where I was accepted and received my best friend.
Currently Richard and myself have been together just over a year now. Having this dog
is a lot of work, constantly watching out for him and keeping him safe as well as him
keeping me safe. While traveling with him I do feel safe. I no longer walk into objects
or wonder if there is an empty seat. When Richard is not working he is a very silly dog
who loves to run, play with his toys and snuggle with me on the floor. Having a guide
dog in not for everyone, but for me it has changed my life for the best; I can’t imagine
not having Richard.

My Foray Into Film (by Randi Poitras)
A couple of months ago, I was going through my email inbox and saw an message from
my mom. Inside was an interesting opportunity she had heard of through one of her
mailing lists - it was a casting call looking for individuals who were blind or partially
sighted who might want to be a part of an online tv series in the process of filming.
I fired off an email expressing my interest and a couple days later I got a reply asking
me to come in for an audition. I wasn't nervous until I got into the casting office in
Vancouver.
Following the audition, I left the office and called my mom, who assured me I probably
did better than I thought and (most likely) hadn't made a complete fool of myself. She
was right - not long after, I received my official offer for a minor speaking role in one of
the episodes being shot.
After that there were some more calls and appointments for movement training and
costume fittings and pretty soon it was film day - getting picked up at 3:45am for my call
time for hair and makeup at 4:30. I found the breakfast buffet and had a nap in my trailer
until I got called to set. We waited around some more on set and I spent the time
hanging out with some of my friends who had also been cast in the scene. Then the call
came over the radios, we need Randi on set.
We wrapped around 4 as the sun was setting and I returned all my costume pieces, got
my hair and makeup removed and caught up with my transport driver to take me home.
All in all, it was a very cool experience, and one that was on a much larger scale than
anything I'd been a part of before. A couple of community theatre musicals pale in
comparison with a multi-million-dollar tv series in the making.
I'm grateful to have had the opportunity and I want to encourage everyone to take the
chance when something might be out of your comfort zone. Finally, I'd like to thank all
the assistant directors and drivers, fellow cast and crew and all the caterers who kept us
warm and fed throughout the 12-hour day out in the wilderness.

